In this paper, a modeling approach for a heat exchanger that uses a binary mixture is presented. A moving boundary method assuming a linear spatial distribution of enthalpy could result in a considerable steady state prediction error, due to the temperature glide of a binary mixture. Motivated from this, a more accurate moving boundary method that incorporates analytic enthalpy distributions is presented. The enthalpy profiles are derived by defining a specific heat capacity at each thermodynamic phase of a binary mixture and by solving crossflow heat transfer equations. The proposed approach results in accurate predictions compared with those of a detailed model using the Finite Volume Method (FVM). The corresponding computation time is two to three times slower than that of a conventional moving boundary approach, but the approach is still computationally advantageous compared with the FVM model.
Introduction
Waste Heat Recovery (WHR) by means of Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) has been identified by Heavy Duty Diesel Engine (HDDE) manufacturers in the U.S. as one of the key enabling technologies to accomplish the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) brake thermal efficiency (BTE) goal. A traditional ORC WHR system for vehicle applications that has a separate working fluid loop faces challenges of high cost and complexity for working fluid integration, and safety and environmental issues. A novel idea utilizing the engine coolant, i.e. water and ethylene glycol mixture, as the ORC working fluid, and engine radiator as the condenser for ORC heat rejection is proposed, and its feasibly study is performed and reported in a companion paper.
This paper describes an initial modeling effort for the ORC system, especially a heat exchanger, using the mixture. Since heat exchangers influence transient behavior of ORC systems significantly, developing an accurate but computationally efficient heat exchanger model is a key step. The finite volume method (FVM) and moving boundary method (MB) are popular approaches for dynamic heat exchanger modeling [1] . While the FVM divides heat exchangers into a number of fixed control volumes, the MB segments heat exchanges depending on thermodynamic phase of refrigerant, i.e. sub-cooled liquid, two-phase and super-heated vapor and moves control volumes as the length of each phase changes. Consequently, the MB solves fewer equations due to fewer control volumes. Because of the low state dimension, the MB has been the preferred approach for transient modeling and design of controllers. Furthermore, the accuracy of the MB has been validated numerically and experimentally in the literature for vapor compression cycles [2] [3] [4] [5] and ORC systems [7] [8] [9] .
However, in the MB formulation, it is essential to assume a spatial enthalpy profile in lumping a number of control volumes, and hence when the approximation fails the MB can possibly result in a poor prediction. This paper starts from a motivating example for this case (Section 2) and introduces a more reliable MB formulation (Section 3). The results proposed in this paper are limited to the static moving boundary formulation and they will be extended to transients. As a first step of modeling an integrated ORC system using water and ethylene glycol mixture as a working fluid, a detailed heat exchanger model was developed using FVM. It models an existing counter flow heat exchanger for an ORC test-rig at the Ray W. Herrick Laboratories at Purdue University. The ORC works with R245fa having a scroll expander with nominal capacity of 5 kW, a reciprocating pump and counter flow heat exchangers for the evaporator and condenser. The evaporator transfers heat from steam (secondary fluid) to R245fa (primary fluid). The FVM formulation [1] which divides the evaporator into a number of fixed control volumes and applies mass and energy balances for each control volume and heat transfer correlations for the heat exchanger [10] were used. A static FVM model can be easily obtained by letting the time derivate terms be zeros. The static HX model was validated with available measurements for more than 70 operating conditions [11] . After the validation, the working fluid has been replaced to water/ethylene glycol (50/50) on the static FVM model to investigate heat transfer characteristics using the binary mixture. Although there are questions on the validity of the heat transfer coefficient correlations [10] applied to the mixture, the correlations were used in this paper because our overall discussion is independent of specific correlations and there is a lack of available literature for heat transfer coefficient correlations with this binary mixture.
Nomenclature
An example temperature profiles (steady state) inside of the evaporator are shown in Fig 2, where T WEG and T s represent temperatures of the mixture and secondary fluid respectively. The boundary conditions for this test are summarized in Table 1 . 100 nodes were used for the FVM and REFPROP [12] was used to retrieve the thermodynamic properties of the water/EG mixture. Note that, unlike a single component fluid, the temperature of the working fluid increases in the two-phase zone (> 0.25 in the x-axis). A moving boundary model under the same boundary conditions was implemented. A static MB model was retrieved by eliminating time-derivative terms of a transient MB model [1] , and the set of equations of the static MB models is: 
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See Fig. 2 for the schematic.
For each zone, the mean temperatures of the mixture, 2 T for example, was calculated by 12 2 ( , ) 2 ,
Since a thermodynamic equilibrium point for a binary mixture is specified by three coordinates, the mass concentration of ethylene glycol is included.
It is important to mention for later discussion that Eq. (1) Table 2 . The exit enthalpy (or heat transfer rate) is underestimated about 200 kJ/kg (or 20 kW) compared with that of FVM, and it corresponds to 12.54% difference in heat transfer rate. The 10% error may be acceptable for practical cases, however note the significant difference in the length for the subcooled liquid zone: MB predicts 4% while FVM predicts 25% (see Fig. 1 ). The poor estimation on the length could significantly influence on behaviors of a dynamic MB cycle model, because it means a poor charge estimation of the working fluid and the estimated total charge used as an initial condition for a dynamic cycle model must remain during entire simulation periods. 
Analysis and approach
Two assumptions were made in the static MB formulation: 1) the exit temperature of the secondary fluid for each control volume is approximately the mean temperature. 2) spatial enthalpy distribution of the working fluid is linear. These are standard assumptions in dynamic MB modeling approaches [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Note that the linear spatial distribution of enthalpy for each zone implies a linear spatial distribution of temperature for the zone, because temperature changes linearly with a change of enthalpy 1 . Therefore, the assumptions are weak in a strict sense and there is no guarantee that the MB to be accurate. If the two assumptions hold, (1) becomes the exact energy balances and hence steady MB results should match to that of FVM. Therefore, there is no doubt that the mismatch of the MB comes from the temperature approximations in the MB formulation.
Despite the weak assumptions, the MB generally shows good agreements with measurements. This is because most of results are for a pure substance where most of the heat transfer occurs in the two-phase region. Due to the fact that the saturation temperature is fixed with the pressure, the linear distribution assumption automatically holds. Therefore, once the mean temperature of the secondary fluid is properly identified, e.g. using ε-NTU method, the results will be good 2 . However, for a mixture, once the liquid is saturated and starts to evaporate, i.e. in the twophase region, the water concentration increases in vapor while the concentration of ethylene glycol in liquid increases. Because of the variations of the concentrations, the temperature in the two-phase zone must change according to the Gibbs phase rule (we assumed that pressure loss is negligible in heat exchangers). In this case, there is no reason that the temperature spatial distribution of the working fluid in the two-phase zone follows a linear profile (See Fig. 1 ).
Our approach to handle this problem is to include appropriate temperature profiles for both streams for each zone. Our major assumption is that a linear relationship between changes of temperature and enthalpy, i.e.
dT a dh
  for a constant a , is hold for each phase zone even in the two-phase region. The assumption is from the following observation. Fig. 3 shows the T-h diagram for the water/ethylene glycol mixture (50/50 by mass) under various pressures. Inside the saturation dome, T is roughly proportional to h. It is important to clarify that we do not assume enthalpy is linearly distributed in space. It is only assumed that the temperature is linear affine in enthalpy not in space. Due to the enthalpy dependency of temperature in the two-phase zone, it is natural to define (isobaric) specific heat capacity under a fixed mixture concentration which is approximated by
,
With this assumption, the heat transfer problem for a binary mixture can be converted to a standard heat exchanger problem [13] , and hence the ε-NTU approach can be applied. However, the direct use of the ε-NTU is not adequate for the use of a transient MB model, since states available at each computation step are mean temperatures in the secondary fluid (if dynamics of the stream is not negligible) and the exit enthalpy in the primary fluid. Since the ε-NTU method only relates inlet and outlet temperatures, it is not clear how to use the mean temperatures.
In order to relate inlet and outlet temperatures with mean temperatures, an analytic solution was derived for the following crossflow heat transfer equations [13] (the zonal description, i.e. 1 or 2, is dropped in the equation for simplicity).
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After integration and algebraic manipulation of the analytic solution of (4), the following equations are derived.
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where (·) emphasizes functional dependency and the corresponding quantities are calculated by (5).
Result and discussion
The same problem mentioned in Section 2 was solved with (6) and (5) rather than (1). REFPROP [12] is used to calculate specific heat capacity in (3) and that of liquid phase. Table 3 summarizes results comparisons between FVM, the conventional MB and proposed MB that incorporates analytic temperature profiles. The presented MB makes substantially better agreements on the exit enthalpy, subcooling length and mean temperatures of secondary flow compared with the conventional MB. Besides the accuracy, the real benefit using the proposed method is in the capability to retrieve spatial distributions of temperature, enthalpy and density from the calculated mean and inlet temperatures. This is possible because the analytic temperature profiles are enforced in (5) and (6) . Comparisons of temperature profiles for the primary and secondary fluids are shown in Fig. 4 . Although there are some discrepancies due to the approximation in (3), the proposed MB captures nonlinear temperature distributions very reasonably. Because of the capability, it will show accurate charge prediction which is important for simulation of a dynamic MB cycle model. Because the FVM model was implemented with a large number of nodes, i.e. 100, to provide an accurate result, the computation time comparison between the proposed MB and the FVM could exaggerate the speed of the proposed MB. Therefore the FVM was re-simulated with 20 nodes, which provided a reasonably accurate result for the speed comparison. The proposed MB is 2.74 times slower than that of the conventional MB, but is 4.95 times faster than the 20-node FVM.
There are several papers that include ε-NTU or LMTD (log mean temperature difference) methods which are conceptually equivalent to our approach. However, those are not applicable to a dynamic MB model if dynamics of secondary flow are not negligible, because available states at each computation time in a dynamic model include mean temperatures rather than interfacial temperatures. 
Conclusion and future work
A more reliable moving boundary approach that incorporates analytic steady temperature profiles for a heat exchanger is presented and a method to treat temperature glide for a binary mixture is also introduced. The proposed method is tested for a counter flow heat exchanger working with water/ethylene glycol mixture and steam as a primary and secondary fluids. Result comparisons with a detailed model (FVM) and a conventional MB are provided, and the proposed method shows substantially better agreements with FVM. In addition, it is shown that spatial distributions of thermodynamic states can be retrieved using available states, and hence it will significantly improve charge estimation within the MB framework. In future, the approach will be applied to a dynamic MB model and its performance will be tested with transient data for an ORC test-rig.
